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Seattle University censors
Spectator online edition
Megan Lee

Staff Writer
After the publication of a controversial
article, Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. halted the publicationof the online edition of TheSpectator last week, raising serious issues of
press freedom at a private university for
the first time at Seattle University.
"We asked that this week's issue not be
put online, and we read the article about
Women's Basketball Coach David Cox, we
thought we may have legal issue with
breach of contract," said Liz Skofield, assistant to the Vice President of Student
Development and Spectator moderator.
The article at the heart of the controversy
contained allegations from two female basketball players at Seattle University accusing retired coach Dave Cox of unfair or
racist treatment of players on their team.
One player quotedalleged that Cox had
pulled her scholarship after all transfer
deadlines had passed, while another student expressed dissatisfaction with Cox's
recruitmentof minority players and preferential treatment of some players.
In the article, Cox calledthe allegations
"untrue... rumors."
A Spectator reporter contacted Cox
twice since the article was published, but
he declinedto comment onboth occasions.
"We pulled it until we could review it

further," Skofield said.

According to Spectator Editor-in-chief
Erica Terence, the decision that last week's
online edition of the newspaper could not
run came as an order from Vice President
of Student Development Tim Leary.
Skofield 's explanation was that it was a
legal issue surrounding Cox leaving,not a
journalistic issue.
Seattle University didn't allow the university to post its edition online until
Wednesday morning.
Terence explained that she was not
awareof any problem with the story.
Terence first learned there was a problem when she arrived at Skofield's office
for a pre-arranged lunch appointment
Terence said Skofield immediately told
her, "Planshave changed. We need to meet
with Tim Leary [Vice President for Student Development] and Tomas Guillen
[Spectator Adviser] is scheduled to arrive.
This is going to be a tough conversation."
Skofield and Leary explained that they
were acting on legal advice provided by
university legal counsel, Catherine Walker
as well as one other attorney.
This is when Learyexplained the breach
of contract issue. The Spectator could be
seen as an extension (agent) of the university because it exists at a private university, where Father Sundborg is essentially
the publisher of the newspaper.
"The Spectator advisor and Iasked to
be provided with clearly articulated journalistic reasons for the legal scrutiny of
the Cox story," Terence said.
"I also asked for time to consult a lawyer. We were given neither and told that
the 'decision is out of your hands,'" she
added.

Terence called the "tense"conference in
Leary's office a "fact finding meeting."

"They wanted to know how much we
knew about the story before weran it, and
they said they had several attorneys on the
story. We asked why and they didn't give
a clear answer. Leary said weare going to
pull the online version as a form ofdamage control," Terence said.
"We were working late on deadline night
and after editing the article we made the
decision to run it," said Terence.
Terence said that she and the staff could
not have known there was a contract or
whether there hadbeen any breach and said
the contract wouldn't have figured into
their journalistic decision on whether to
run the story on Cox.
"Taking down our onlineedition is definitely setting a precedent, though Idon't
think the university is out to control us in
general. Still Idon't agree with their decision to pull our online edition, and1 hope
they don't use that precedent to tighten
their "grip on the student press in the future,
said Terence.
Monday morning Terence contacted
Adam Goldstein, an attorney at the Student Press Law Center in Virginia.
Goldstein did not find any journalistic
problem with the article, according to
Terence.

Terence summarizedGoldstein's advice
to her in a letter addressed to Father
Sundborg,Leary, Skofield and Walker, requesting that the administration clear the
online edition to be posted immediately.
The letter also explained that "since the
foundation of the United States there has
not been a single documented legal decision holding a university accountable
where the student press operates autonomously of that university, be the university public or private."
Skofield emphasized that the Office of
Student Development did not see this as a
journalistic issue, but a legal one.
She mentioned that they have seen unbalanced reporting inthe Spectatorbefore
and that is not a reason to interfere.
The decision to censor the online version was made purely on the basis of the
possible breach of a contract the university held with Cox,according to Skofield.
Walker did not comment on the censorship incident,despiterepeated attempts by
Spectator reporters to contact her.
to
Skofield expects the Spectator-online
—
next
arbe back for the
issue with the
ticle in question followed by a two-paragraph statement from Father Sundborg.
Skofield, after consulting the president,
allowed theonline edition of the newspaper to be posted, including the article on
Cox, if the newspaper agreed to print Father Sundborg's letter both in print and
online.

Eager to return to its regular weekly publication online, Tuesday afternoon The
Spectator agreed to publish Father
Sundborg's letter.
"We all feel a little unsettled but we
agreed to the circumstances, and hope to
get on with our business as students who
report thenews." Terence added.

William Hurd

THEVISIBLEF CTSOF VANDALISM.
Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer
Vandalism has become more apparent on the Seattle University campus with the
disappearance of several signs in the past two months.
According to Mike Sletten, Public Safety manager, the signs were stolen from the
Barman building and the Madison St. entrance sometime in February. There are no
suspects at this time, but Sletten says the thefts are still investigating. Sletten also said
that the motives for the thefts are unknown, but alcohol was likely a factor in the

crime.
"Maybe it's a group of drunk college students spelling things with the stolen letters," DJ Weidner, a freshman political science major, theorized about the crime. "I
could definitely see someone stealing them for kicks."
Whether it was an SU student or other individual,it is difficult to determine who
stole them or why they mayhave vandalized the campus.
The cost of replacing the missing signs is currently unknown. The university has
hired a private company to replace the stolen letters.It is also unknown when the signs
will be returned to their original luster.
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SU Security Report

with no facial hair and a dark
complexion.
The victim declined re- /
the person was contacted by CPS he
Monday 4/12
incident
porting
the
to the police.
muttered more to himself and left the
At approximately 7 a.m. CPS staff campus.
came upon a piece of broken car antenna on Logan Field which was configured to function as apipe.Theitem
Another auto prowl
Street
followart
disposed
immediately
of
Thursday
was
4/14
ing its discovery.
Wednesday 4/14
CPS staff received a report of an
At noon CPS staff discovered graffiti autoprowl at 1 p.m. in the Broadway
on the south pedestrian entrance to the & East Columbia garage. The victim reNot interested in the books
Tuesday 4/13
Broadway & Bast Columbia ported that after parking their vehicle;
garage. Someone had spray painted they returned to discover someone had
paint on the canopy covering the gained entry into their vehicle through
black
staff
came
male
and
a
upon
CPS
a
female on the first floor of the library pedestrian entryway. Facilities depart- the driver side window. AnMP 40 was
at 2 a.m. The male left the building ment was notified of the incident for reported missing from the vehicle and
is valued at approximately $150.
and the woman, who was sleeping, clean-up purposes.
was awoken and found to be intoxicated. CPS contacted 911 and a detox
vehicle picked the woman up after
Runaway peeper
The price of water
CPS staff escorted her to 10th& East
Wednesday 4/|4
Thursday 4/14
Columbia.
out of theLaw School and library. When

Front broke to smoke

Mutter, mutter, mutter
Wednesday 4/14
At approximately 11:45 a.m. CPS
staff were contactedby janitorial staff
regarding a person who was muttering to himself while walking in and

A woman using the restroora on the
third floor of the library spotted a male
peering under the restroom stall. The
woman yelled at themale whichstartled
him into running away. The woman reported the incident to CPS staff, who
searched the library but found no one
matching the description. The suspect
was described as amale in his early 20s,
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Session II

Panel onDesire andSameness
FcmmstrerspeaivesonGemler ami Disability
"The Desire lorSameness
the
Politics
of Difference"
and
—Licia Carlson, Ph.D.
Seattle University
145 J:00 pm
"Where Does She Belong:
l:OOl:45pm

,

Thursday, April 22, 2004
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A Stl|d on Soda G

and Oppression"
Theresa Parsley
Seattle University

All Presentations in Sehafter Auditorium
First floor AA. L.emicux Library

anc|.

10:00 am Opening of the Philosophy Club

"HearingThunder- Power, Advocacy,
and Foucau) t m t|u Disability Rights

.

onlerence
—Paul kidder, Ph.D.

'

CPS staff received a report of a hit
and run accident at 1:20 p.m. A witness reported observing a vehicle
backing up on the 6th floor of the
Broadway and Bast Columbia garage,
hitting another vehicle and proceed-.
ing to drive away. The witness contacted CPS staff in the garage and reported the incident. The suspect's
vehicle waslocatedinthe garage and
the victim called Seattle Police. The
driver who hit the vehicle was cited
and the victim is following up with
appropriate insurance companies.

Eros and Desire:
From Plato to Post-Modernism
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Jftmniday 4/14

What's I.ovc Got To Do With It?
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placing their wallet in the bottom of
their bag whichwas located in theNortht
Court. Uponreturning, the victim foundI
someone had taken $21 cash and creditI
cards from their wallet. The victim reported exiting the gym a couple times;

Hit, run, park, pay
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At approximately 1:15 p.m. CPS staff

received a report of a wallet theft fromi
Connolly Center. The victim reportedi

to get some water. The victim cancelled their credit cards.

The Ninth Annu '1 Philosophy Club Conference
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Movement"

Chair, Departmentof Philosophy
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Session
"Love, Lack, and Wonder:
10:15 11:00 am
On Plato's Understanding of
the Connection BetweenPlace

and Philosophy"

-Corinne Painter, Ph.D.

Seattle University

"Friendship Participation,
11:00 1145
and a Webof Knowledge

-Janella Baxter

Seattle University

—Katherine Rodela
Seattle University
Panel andAudwnce Discussion Follows

3:OO3:l5 P
■m

Coffee Break

Keynote Address:
315 500 pm
"E Motion and the Heart of Being:

,„,„,„
—

„

W liter Bros: in Ph D"

'

_

University
>

-

—
AxerLecture
r~.

;

9:30 11:30am

'A Post Modern Readof Plato"
Class Presentation by r>r. Broganlor
Student,in the Philosophy Club and
Honors Program, ADMIN 323

Session 111

1:15-2:00 pm
"Love in Philosophy: What Advise
Would Plato Give CO Romeo and Juliet?"
-Aaron D. Rose
Alumnus, Seattle U niversity

'

"The 'Origin' of Metaphysical
Thinking andtheso-called Metaphysics
ot Presence': Boeder's Contest with
Heidegger"
—Burr Hopkins, Ph.D.
Seattle University

2:00 2:45 pm

2:45 3:00 pm

Colfee Break

Sj^ssjonJV
3:00-5:00
Roundtable Discussion
on "Diotima's Speech," from Plato's
Symposium

Moderator:
Participants:

James RJsser. Ph.D.

Walter Brogan, Ph.D.
MarylouSena Ph.D.
Elizabeth Spelman, Ph.D.
Rurt HoPkinS'PhD '

ro

"Reparations and the Locus ot Repair
Elizabeth Spelman, Ph.D.
Smith College

StIMWIB and Faculty invited toparticipate
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Social protests and asocial media topics of
annual Sharon James Memorial Lecture
MeylingSiu-Miranda
Features Editor
Communication Professor SonoraJha-Nambiar discussedhow
journalists cover socialprotests intheage oftheInternetduring the
1OthAnnual SharonJamesMemorial Lecture on April 14.
'Tobe embedded insocial movementsis just the next step for
journalists after being embedded with the police or military,"
Nambiar said. "This is an important time to be talking about dissent, about how these voices haveaccess to the media and about
how they are covered."
Communications studies major Marisa Kuplanagrees."[Social
movements] areimportant to us. They do affect everyone's lives,
but peopledon'trealize itbecause themediaisn'tembedded enough
andthere isno waytolearnabout it," she said.
Many SU students, mostly from the Communication Department, gathered at theCasey Atrium from noonto 1:15 p.m. tohear
Dr.Nambiar narrate her experiences,as both ajournalistreporting
for The Times ofIndia and acommunication director workingfor a

nonprofit organization calledAcn'onaid.
Dr.Nambiar explainedthat during her work she discovered a
certain tension between reporters andsocial activists."I found an
amountofskepticism fromactiviststowards me.Theyfelt theyhad
to educate me, while reportersfelt I
had crossed to theother side.
There wascynicism fromboth sides,"she said.
The Anti-WTO protest in Seattle in 1999drew her attention to
furtherresearch the interaction between social protests and what
she calls"asocial media," defined as "giving to avoiding association with others."
"A journalist's role is to cover both sides ofa story," she said.
"Butifyou sidefrom oneaspect, you're labeled asocial."
Duringher initial research,Dr.Nambiar found that not allnews
are considered "suitable" by journalists. News of"disorder" such
as riots or protests turned violent override peaceful protests. Reporters alsotend to coversuchstories dependingonwhose "order"
is being upset. The media, Dr. Nambiar explained, focus on the
restoration oforder not on thecauses of theprotest.
She addedthat journalists undercount crowdsoftenignoring the
activists' political message and offering "episodic"rather
than "thematic" coverage.
"Theresultofthis type ofcoverageisthat asanaudience
we don't know theissues, thethemes.Who is responsible?
Where does the blame or credit lie?"shesaid.
Jerrod James, a communication studies major,also feels
thereisn't specialized coverageofsocialissues."We'vebecome very much a soundbite society,meaning that violent
protests tooursociety tend tobemore entertaining.We want
that 30-second clip of violence and unfortunately, we don't
findpeaceful protests veryinteresting," he said
Inher first study, Dr.Nambiar interviewed 14 journalists,
whocoveredtheAnti-WTOprotestin 1999,all ofthem from
alloverthe countryandabroad, fromdifferentmedia outlets
(NationalPublic Radio,NewYork Times,etc), fromseveral
hierarchical levels (editors,assignededitors)and froma variety ofbeats, that is,coveringcrime, politics andpublic af-

William Hurd

Communication Professor, Sonora JhaNambiar, lectures at the 10th Annual Sharon
James Memorial Lecture.

She suggestedthat thisis oneofthe biggestchallenges forAmericanmedia. "Thereis aneed for a strong feedback loop.We need to
tell themedia that we want intelligentnews coverage," she said.
Comparing theVietnam WarMarch onthePentagononOct.21
24,in 1967, and theAnti-WTOprotest in 1999, Dr.Nambiar found

-

several similarities.
Both protests occurred relatively early in the movement. Both
used the samerepertoireof strategies suchas slogans, bannersand
colorful costumes, andboth protests hadthe same low degree of
violence.

Analyzing the media coverage ofboth protests during a threeweekperiod, Dr.Nambiar focused onthe sources usedbyjournalists, the frame (episodic or thematic)and the validity given to the
reporting.
She found that reporters quoted "official" sources far more than
with the Vietnam War protest, even though the Internet allowed
them unprecedentedaccess to resource and debate. In fact, there
waslittle citing from theInternet.
Journalists werenomorewillingtoquotetheunknownprotester,
or as Dr.Nambiar described it, "the mother who goes out to protest." Instead, Dr.Nambiar stated,reporters prefer to quote those
protesters theyconsider"quoteworthy" suchasthe "bigasspuppet

guy-

Then, whatare the implications for news media?

Dr. Nambiar highlighted a steadfastness of journalistic news
norms, withtheInternetbeingamerefacilitator ofsuchnorms.She

explained that journalists approach stories witha "picture" inside
their heads, that is, that they haveiconized imagesof a typical social protest.
She pointed out that journalists are moving away from notions ofpolitical correctness, while nurturing the notion ofhumor and entertainment in news. The impact of television on
newspapers has ledreportersto try tomake stories snappy and
interesting.
The media,she mentioned,is thus translatingto social activists thatcoverage"is about money and war."But these movements, Dr. Nambiar said, cannot afford to alienate the media,
for they are dependant on mass media to get their message

fairs.
Her findings revealedthatjournalists coveringsocialprotests largelyrely on traditionalnews values,inparticular, on across.
She addedthat it's difficult tobreak the cycle ofcoverage. In
conflict and proximity. By andlarge, journalists admit that
cycle, journalists first ignore the social movement. Then,
socialissues.
this
coverage
of
there waslittle sustained
In termsof Internetuse,Dr.Nambiardescribed journalists they react as with surprise.They think theyhave "discovered"
'
speaking 'enthusiastically" aboutit,but remainingquiteskep- themovement, but then theyproceed to denigrate it and lastly,
tical about socialmovements' websites.Journalists,she said, to polarize it.She noted that journalists see either two factions
found the Internetuseful for contactingpeople or obtaining ofsocial movements: theradical versus thegood and coherent.
According to Dr.Nambiar,practical steps to solve suchchalgovernmentstatistics.
and in
Dr.Nambiaralsofoundthat theuse ofthe Internetbyjour- lenges include trainingjournalists beyondnews values
asusproviding
It
involves
effectively.
nalists is steadilyrisingandthat today,journalistsbegintheir how touse the Internet
protests.
reportingbysearching the Web,often findingstoryideasfrom tained coverageofsocial
However,as Dr.Nambiar puts it,a lot of it restson the audisocial movements' websites.
journalsaid,
ence.
When askedabout objectivity, Dr. Nambiar
"We need to tell journalists what we want. This might mean
ists referred to it with humor, but described themselves as
not
journalists
watching a certain newscast, writing a letter to an editor or
have
She discovered that
independent

and free.

clearly statednotions of whatreaders want asnews.

simply callingreporters."

Career Expo provides networking opportunities for students
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
This year's CareerExposition,"MakingConnections, Gain the Edge" put on by theCareer
Serves Group (CSG) wasa success. The Cam-

pionBallroom wasbustling withstudents dressed
—
toimpress ready withnamecardsandresumes.
A wide variety ofexhibitors were onhand enticingstudents inwithpens,keychains,flashlights,
candy,literatureand jobs.
"This is a great way to meet students and to
learn what theyareinterested in,and to learn how
they will fit us," mentioned John Luoma,
Kenworth (Paccar) representative and engineering graduate working towarda masters in business.
Luoma, like many exhibitors annually returns
to the event,to visitwithstudentsand tonetwork.

"We love SU," said Jim Boyd,Boeing Business Focal at SU. "We'renot necessarily hiring
right now,but wegive outinformationandtalk to
students. We look for matches,keeping oureyes
out forfuture employees."
Two women representatives from the King

CountyPublic Libraries mentioned theyhadsore
throats from talking so much,but they enjoyed
theevent.
Mark Peterson,WA society ofCertifiedPublic
Accountants mentioned that most of the people
stopping by wereinterested in talking about the
CPA exams; he took time to answer their questions.
"While we don't do the hiring here we point
studentstoward the firms that are hiringandprovide internships," said Peterson. "Ilove these
events; it'smy third just this week."
Oneborder and customs representativementionedthat thoughnottoo manystudentswhowere
—
attending were interested in police type jobs
theyaregenerally onspecific career paths it was
still worth attending,to get a sense what students
are lookingfor.
"This is not my first one," saidElia Wijaya, a
well-dressedand eagerDecember 2003 Market-

—

ing/Psychology graduate. "The famous companieshavethe longestlinesso they tend tobequick
of
with you. Sometimes Iquestion theusefulness
—
this, though the networking is good it can be
hard to make themremember you. Ifyou are in-

troverted you justhave to pushyourself to talk."
Wijaya, like manyattendees, camewith a plan.
She researched companies she wasinterested in
andpragmatically checked off her list as she exploredher options,takingshortbreaks inbetween.
Bonnie Lav, business major, commented how
interestingit is tosee students, who usually come
to classin pajamas, walking around in business
suits.
Many attendees seemed dazedby the tradeshow

—

atmosphere— too inundated to comment but
those who did wereenjoyingit, for onereasonor
another.Manysaid theyhavebeenbefore andwill
return again.

Participation by employers was up36 percent
this year. Forthis year's expo there were45 presenters, compared to last year's 33. Laßouy and
the rest of the CSG organizers are glad to see the
—
numbersincrease.She seesit tobe—a goodsign
the result of a growing economy and encouraged students totake advantageofhavingsomany
employers inoneroom.
Inthe week leading up to the event the CDC
—
set up a table in the student center offering
resume advice. Resumes areimportant part of
attracting attention froman employer.Laßouy
added that students are welcome to make an
appointment at theCDC for a range ofhelpful
services: to work on resumes and cover letters, mock interviews, give assistance in determining a major, and point students toward

"I was there for three hours," said Benjamin
Puariea, senior communication-studies major."1
—
talked withseveral places 1evenset up aninterview with Smith Barney.They shouldhave more internship and jobs.
Building a resumeis a big part of theprocess,
than oneofthese per year."
the CDC, websites like
director
besides
orgaCDC
and
CSG
Laßouy,
Helen
nizer, emphasized that this event is for students www.quintcareers.com canhelp andlend inspiration.
fromall majors.
Laßouy remindsstudents they canuse services
"We try to get a good mix of exhibitors,"she
said. "We see it as anopportunity forstudents to the CDCoffers after graduation, and alums are
makeconnections."
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Forum sparks discussion about eating disorders
ited time)and then "purge" themselves ofthe coach that they need to lose weight or that they
excess calories throughvomiting, laxativesuse need tobulk up?"
No hands were raised, though several noted
or intense exercise. In recent yearsbinge eateating
they have felt such pressures,even if they
an
that
ing
recognized
has
alsobecome
as
Last Thursday a group of four students and
not directly told. Steier went on to explain
feeling
disorder
all
its
own
and
involves
unwere
nineresidentassistantsmetintheFr.Leßoux conseeatingrapidly
sports wherephysical appearance is a facable
or
andin
thatin
eating,
stop
to
ference room to discuss atopic that has become
tor,
cret.
such
as dance or gymnastics, athletes often
epidemic
among
what many wouldcall an
colDespite their differences, as explainedduring are toldby their coaches to stay below a certain
lege-agestudents - eatingdisorders.
According toarecent studyconducted by the thenearly two-hour panel discussion,eatingdis- weight in order to maintain a spoton the team.
Department ofHealth,onein threecollegewomen orderscarry onetrait in common;a great senseof Other sports, she noted, such as wrestling have
andoneinfive collegemen suffer from aneating shame andloneliness. StephanieWhaley, a resi- seenanincrease ineatingdisordersinthelastsevdisorder, themost recognized formsbeingAnor- dentassistant inCampionHall suspects thisispart eral years. "Inwrestling,itisoften acase ofcarbofthereason morepeopledidnot chose to attend loading for theenergy andthen purgingor vomitexia,Bulemia, andbingeeating.
inginorder tomeet theproperweight class."
The forum, sponsoredby SeattleUniversity's thediscussion.
However, the speakers reinforced that eatsubject
disorders
are
a
sensitive
and
I
"Eating
Student Health Services and Counseling Center
people
coming
ing
think
about
to
an
event
disorders cancome frommany sources,not
arenervous
focusedonthe causesofthisproblemandonwhat
subject
personal."
sports. They may also be aresult of dejust
where
the
can
be
so
canbe done topreventand treat them.
at
event
pression,
Other
students
the
noted
that
low self-esteem,abuse,or many other
present
Anorexiais oftencharacterized as a disease
physiological factors. One
some
not
have
a
environmentaland
may
they
problem
seethat
and
inwhich theperson involved fails to maintain
they
helpdealing
not
to
need
of
the
most
influential
of these, according to
do
want
admit
that
ahealthy weight for their age and height and
panel,
images
withit.
the
hasbeen
the
ofmass media
often does so by strictly limiting or eliminatas
presentaportray
topicbrought
during
young
Another
the
that
models
the
societal stanup
ing theirfoodintake. Similarly,Bulemia arises
beauty.
was
the
to
meet
pressures
by
tion
faced
athletes
dardof
fromanindividual's view that they are"fat" or
"These models represent theskinniest twoper"unattractive." However, in the case of physicalexcellence.
Turning to the crowd, speakerDaphna Steier cent of society and then are retouched after the
Bulemia,anindividual willoftenbinge eat(eating anexcessive amount offoodin a very lim- asked, "Has anyone here ever been told by their shoots to appearevenskinnier."

Kalyn Kelley
Staff Writer

The point, says Steier,is to make consumers,
especially women, feel as though they are not
beautiful if they donot own theproduct that this
companyis trying tosell them. Infact,according
to theNational Earing Disorder Association,the
diet industry within the United States alone is a
$40 billion market, and is growingbyleaps and
bounds every year.
Thoughthefacts ofthis life-threatening disease
left manyofthosethat attendedinasolemnmood,
the speakers werequick to reassure the listeners
that there aremany sources of support for those
who suffer from eating disorders and for those
whosuspect they may know someone whois in
needofhelp.
On campus,the Student Health Center and
Counseling Center bothoffer free and confidential services including individual counseling and groups focused on eating and body
concerns. Other sourcessuggestedby thepanel
can be found on the internet, such as theNational Eating Disorder Association website at
www.nationaleatingdisorders.org, which can
help individuals to help betterunderstand this
topic and find local sources of help and support.

Law professor questions negative reputation of Justice Thomas
AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

affirmative action stance.Ebony, the
country's preeminent Black-owned
magazine, regularly omits Thomas
ClarenceThomashas a bitofa pub- fromtheirannuallist ofthe 100Most
Influential Black Americans. At a
lic imageproblem.
Nevermind that the Supreme Democratic presidential candidate
Court justice'sintroduction tomain- forumlast June,highly visibleBlack
said,"Clarence
streamAmerica came in the formof activistAl Sharpton
color,
my
Thomasis
but he's not my
a nationally-televised sexual harassopinion colkind."Onewell-known
ment hearing; since taking his seat
justice
umnistcallsthe
"UncusTho1991,
high
court in
on the
Justice
Thomas has been looked at as a masReptilias."
University Professor James Bond
backstabber by many in the Black
community, with most of the criti- says Thomas'negative reputationhas
cism stemming from Thomas' anti- beenundeserved. "The civil rights establishment, theliberal media, the legal academy and feminist
—
groups allof whom dis—
liketheJustice have contributed to a caricature of
theman," Bondsaid.
Last Thursday at
Sullivan Hall, Bond defendedThomasin alecture
entitled, "Clarence Thomas: Traitor to his race or
prophetic voice of the
Founders andFreedmen?"
At the outset of the 45minute lecture, which was
followed by a 20-minute
question and answer session, Bond expressedhis
William Him!
supportofJustice Thomas
Professor James Bond

andpromised tostressfourmainpoints:
That Thomasis the authentic voiceof
the Freedmen; thatheis theprophetic
voiceoftheFounders; thathehas been
unfairly criticized by the Black civil
rights establishment;andthathisviews
are widely shared in the Black com-

said. "Icame to offer a different per-

notably the 2003 case where the SupremeCourt ruledthatminorityapplicants maybe givenan edge when applying for admissions to universities,
munity.
"Itis sadlyironic,"Bondsaidinfront butlimitedhowmuch a factor racecan
ofabout 70 audience members, "that play inthe selection ofstudents. Bond

is generally seen."
AnotherofBond'sbooks, NoEasy
Walk to Freedom: Reconstruction
and the Ratification of the 14th
Amendment (1997), wasa sourcefor
research onlast week'slecture.Bond
saidhis familiarity withJustice Thomas' court opinions comes from
teachingandfrom doingseminars on
constitutional interpretation.He says

Justice Thomashas beenthemost reviled memberofthe court sinceChief
Justice Taney." Taney(1777-1864) is

argued thatThomas'views are in tune
with the viewsoftheFreedmen.

he does not know Justice Thomas
personally.

known for, among other things, writinganinfamous decisionaboutthe statusof Blacks in whichhedeclared that
Black menhavenorights whichWhite
menarebound to respect.
Elinor Tesfamariam, a first-year
law student,questionedBondduring
theQ & A portion,saying that many
in the Black community think Thomas is a traitor because instead of
givingback to the community, heis
against oneofthe very programs that
uplifts the community and thatThomas himselfbenefited from.
"We see JusticeThomas as a Black
manindenial," she said.
Afterwards, Tesfamariam said she
came to thelecture to see whatBond
had tooffer onthe topic. "It'sinteresting to see that many people still think
that 'American' is the only race," she

more than the same rights as White
men," Bond said. "They asked for no
specialprivileges.EvenMartinLuther
KingJr. wanted those same colorblind

spective."

Duringthelecture,Bondtalkedabout
someofThomas' courtopinions, most

"TheFreedmen demanded nothing

principles."
Professor Bond,whoserved as the
dean of the School of Law from
1986-93 and again from 1995-2000,
says he was drawn to the topic
through years of teaching constitutional law: "I am interested in how
judgesinterpret theConstitution. I've
written one biography of a Justice
(JamesMcßeynolds, another muchmaligned SupremeCourt judge)and
a monograph onThe Art ofJudging.
I
like to give lectures that challenge
popular conceptions or understandings, and soIthought it wouldbe interesting toput Justice Thomas ina
different light fromthat in which he

Bondalsofielded questions from the
audience on his view of the state of
Black America,public schools,affirmative action andreparations.
"It stimulated a goodquestion and
answer dialogue," Bondsaid."I amalways struck byhowmuch ourpersonal
experiencesshape our viewsof public
policy questions."
Bond said that while many people
maynot agree withThomas' views,the
Black community shouldnot writehim
off as a traitor withoutexamining the
motivationbehindthedecisions,andhe
challenged Black leaders to engage
Thomas indiscussion about his views
rather than automaticallyshun him.
"Itissaidthatsmallmindstalk about
people, average minds talk about
events, and great minds talk about
ideas," Bond said. "It is time to take
Justice Thomas seriously."

Academic salon offers more than expected
Marissa Cruz
A&EEditor
There was a higher than expected turnout in the Student
Center's Tekakwitha Collegium atlast Tuesday's academic salon,"Body Image,SelfEsteemand Sexuality."
The salon was presentedby LindaR. YoungPh.D., who specializes inclose relationship issues, was a counselor for seven
years at UCSan Diego,an AssistantProfessor at National University, andhas recently moved toSeattle tobecome part ofthe
staffof our own university'sCounseling Center.
Young's first point dove into the topic of the media and its
portrayal of bodyimage, andhow it seems that recently media
and society'sobsessionwith said topic hasundeniablyincreased.
"Iturned onthe television for48 hours, and in that time we
hadMade onMTV, / Want aFamousFace,ExtremeMakeover,
AverageJoe, The Swan...there were like six programs that
weren'tjust about body image,butallabout changingthe body.
It was incredible, Young said.

According to Dr. Young's research, she found that in 2003
alone, almost 900,000 people received plastic surgery. Over
150,000 ofthem were men.To most of the salon's attendees,
this fact was very surprising. Dr.Youngpointed out that males
are just as concerned withtheir body image as females are.

What makes individuals like they need to alter their body
images?

Threemainreasons, according to Dr. Young:racistandclassist
—
biasesabout attractiveness,patriarchal societies where women
equate to possessions,and consumerism.
"People will buy whatever they feel insecure about being
without,so advertising that increases consumers' insecurity or
envy works well," Youngexplains.
Dr. Mara Adelman, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofCommunication,agrees,"Most of our depression has to do with
the body,and not a lack ofcharacter. Maybe if we dealt with
[our insecurities]earlier, we wouldbe morecomfortable with
ourselves,and not have to go through alifetime ofself-loath-

In an exercise Dr. Younghad everyone participate in, naming as manyqualities they liked about themselves as they could
in five seconds, andas manyqualities they disliked about themselves as they could in five seconds, most people found they
could namemorequalities theydisliked about themselves. She
then followed up theexercisewith a question aboutwhyit seems
easier toname qualities one may find favorable inanother person.
voice,but youconstantly
"You don'thave to fight their inner
—
have to fight your own inner voice so, when you're looking
at someoneelse and saying, 'wow, look at them,' you don't
have tofight theirnegative inner voice,"Natalie Walters, a junior communication major, said.
In the end, all feedback seemed to be positive. "I thought it
was very powerful and engaging, and it was not only a focus
on eating disorders, whichis what Ithought entering into it.It
—
wasmore focused onthings that weremorein depth wetalked
moreabout thepersonal issues,"saidAlaina Szlachta, a sophomorecommunication major.
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Meyer sets tone for SU softball sport

2004

or is it

Poker:A

a

just game?

Wright. SU would go on to win,7-1, and
pick up theirseventh consecutive victory.
While watchingtheRedhawks' outfielders
go through drillsinpractice,itbecomes
"Whentrouble arisesand things look bad,
thatMeyer isnot the mostphysiapparent
there is always oneindividual whoperceives
cally gifted player. She isn't the fastest,
a solution and is willing to take command.
"—
isn't the most graceful and she doesn't Megan Lee
Very often, that individual is crazy, Dave
have the strongestarm. So whatmakes her Staff Writer
Barry
stand out?
Liz Meyer, starting center fielder on the
"She covers ground and gets a good With all the sports out there in the wide,
—
Seattle University softball team, doesn't take
ask if poker can be rationaljump on the ball it's instincts,"Powers wide world, I
herself too seriously.
ized
one
ofthem.
as
says. "Good center fielders aren't made.
The juniorEnglish major's favorite author
Pokerhas infiltratedinto FSN (Fox Sports
You either have itor you don't."
isn't Hemingway or Steinbeck,but humorist
Network),
ESPNand ESPN2,it's everywhere
Most would agree that she has it.
Dave Barry. During a media interview, she
lately,
but
isita sport?
her,
know
you
"If the ball is hit near
quips "So when do you want me to run off
competition,no question about it,
Thereis
it,"
it
or
at
dive
for
least
she'll either catch
at
day
one
the BullDurham cliches? 'Takeit
'"
but what about physical activity? Golf is a
Stone said.
a time,' 'Give 110percent. Evenon game
"Defensively,I'vebecomemore sure of 'borderline' sport...at least you are walking
day,Meyer makes a point to break the ten(green to cart, cart to green) and bowling at
myself," Meyer said. "Offensively, I've
—
sion and keepher teammates at ease.
leasthas balls.
learned tonot besuch adefensive hitter
"She leads allof ourgoofball cheers," says
But, as this popular obsession with poker
to be more aggressive."
SU head coach Dan Powers. "When Ihear
At the plate,Meyer relishesher role as blooms this gambling activity may be a
them, I
just shake my head."
game I
don't think it can berationalized as
leadoff hitter.
For sophomore right fielder Marjalena
a
sport.
Even though youmay feelas though
"Hitting leadoff, Ican set the tone for
Santos,Meyer borrowsthe "Macarena"
skills
are improving justby watchingit
" tune:
your
the game. IfIget a hit right away, it be"Heeeeey,Mar-ja-lena! All right!
(likebaseball)
Imaintain that it is categoricomes contagious," she said.—
For freshman catcher Amanda Nilles, she
cally
NOTA
SPORT.
"She's a greatleadoffhitter she's disimitates "Money"by the O'Jays: "Manny- ""*
'
' lf f * *
The prevalence of coverage is increasing
ciplined
at the plate," Powers added.
Wilharnffufd
Manny-Manny-Manny MAN-NY!"
the
due
to its apparent popularity. Various netquality
on
Powerssays Meyer'sbest
For junior outfielder Stephanie Stone, an Meyer had three hits and scored
frequentlybroadcasting shows like:
wants
worksare
field is her competitiveness. "She
assist from "Hot Hot Hot" by Bina Mistry:" a run in doubleheader SU's
Celebrity
"The
Poker Showdown," "The
can,
and she doesn't
to be the best she
"Stone-ay!Stone-ay,Stone-ay,Stone-aaay!
sweep against Central Washing- settle,"he said. "She'll get a base hit,but WorldPoker Tour,""LateNight Poker," "The
And again for Santos, who hits foul balls
if she didn't hit it very hard she's disap- Bestof theWorld Series ofPoker" andmore.
that seem magnetically drawn to vehicles ton last Saturday.
pointed. She doesn't like getting lucky Most ofthe televisedPoker isofthe "no-limit
parkedinthe Logan Fieldparking lot: "Mar,
Texas Hold 'em" variety. This "all-in" verhits."
workinghard."
Mar, MarI
She s"gonnahititfar!/Youbetter
sionisa variationof the game in which any
Meyer
Mont.,
Helena,
a
beswept
up
day
Growing
LastFriday, one
after SU
home
in
moveyour car!
doubleheader against Northwest Nazarene, gan playing tee-ball at five years old, and player canbet everythingatanytime,increas"They're not very ingenious, but they get
Meyer again patrols the outfield, crouched softball at age 12. At Capital High School, ing the drama more than other less-sporty
everyone pumpedup," Stone says.
readyto pounce on another fly ball. she played softball and basketball, earning versions, such as "Five Card Stud" or
What Meyer does take seriously,though, overand
As the batter smacks a blooper that looks all-league honors on the diamond. As a se- "Omaha Hi/Lo."
is inher role as a leader of the Redhawks,
In all this excitement, the. networks and
todropin for asingle,Meyer breaks nior, she contacted then-SU softball head
whosit at secondplacein the GNAC at 20- destined
into a sprint, charging towards second base. coach Jim Gentleman about a place on the announcers seem to be cultivating poker to
10 overall, 13-3 in league.
be considereda sport. As the game is played
As theballplummets toward the earth,Meyer team, and walked on as a freshman.
"I feellike 1stepped into a leadership role
leading
headfirst,
season,
Meyer
is
the team in and broadcasted it is coupled with flashing
extendsher glove andcradles
This
last year, when Imoved to leadoff hitter. I dives
pops
(.358),
(34),
hits
runs (22), lights, score boxes, an audience, applause,
batting average
theball just before it hits the grass.She
take that most seriously," she said.
to
In11
(six).
2 plate close-ups and sports-esquerhetoric.
up inone motion and fires the ball home walks (13), and stolenbases
Says Stone: "She leads by example. She's
out
wearing
gray
appearances,
only
eight Play-by-play announcers make nicknames
a
she has
struck
always hustling, always enthusiastic,always plate. And had she not been
sweatsuit,you wouldhave thought this times, and in the field has only committed for the players and subtly give color commentary whilst speculating on the game.
was a game. "Show-off,"yells thebat- one error.
Meyer
tone
"Goodlay-down thereNole.""Whoa, didyou
goes,
Praven.
as
as
the
setting
And far
ter, assistant coach Scan
outscore
see that move?"
opponents
just
plays,"
like
she
their
31practices
helped
"She
has
SU
Interviews with the players are interjected
Powers says about Meyer. And the 19 in the first inning of games this year.
next day, in the fifth inning of the
Another skill Meyer has is the ability to into the coverage, and at times players are
a
Redhawks first game of another deflect attention away from herself. When even shown working out seemingly builddoubleheader, Meyer makes almost asked what's been the key to her hot start, ingbiggerbiceps to lift cards. The spotlight
the exact same play, robbing a Cen- she credits hercoaches and teammates."I'm follows players as theymake their plays and
tral Washington batter of a base hit.
getting a lot of at-bats, which means they're the studio audience intently gets involved
center
In that game, Meyer went 2-for-3 all hitting well." When asked what her encouraging those athome to do so as well.
Granted there are elements of sport: elas the Redhawks took the first halfof strength is onthe field,she passesup a chance
rate,strategy andpractice,but it
evatedheart
the double dip. In the second game, to compliment herself and talks about her
takesmorethanthat
to rationalize something
l-for-3,
jump-starting
a interaction with teammates.
she went
shownon Bravoand
sport.
as
a
Poker
is
also
Meyer
Theonly time
has a hard time duckSU Head coach Dan Powers three-run firstinningbygetting a leadgame— it is enterTravel
Channel.
It
the
is
however,
RBI
scoring
shadows,
ona
from ing into the
is when she
off single and
juniorleft fielder Jaime Hesselgesser- steps onto the field.

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor
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"She covers ground and
gets good jump on the
—
ball it's instincts. Good
fielders aren't made.
You either have it or you
don't."
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Men's soccer loses 3-1 to Sounders
DonaldHildwein

Staff Writer
One goal scored by
the Seattle University
was not enough to

weather the storm of
Seattle Sounders.
SU was not able to
adhere its offense to the
Sounders outstanding
defense which brought
a 3 to 1 loss.
Sophomore Alex
Chursky scoredthelone
goal for SU in the first
period. The Sounders
reacted,and scoredone
Jessica Arena
goal as the first period
came to an end.
Sophomores Bobby McAlister, #9, and Nick McCluskey, #4, keep the
The Sounders scored ball away from the
Seattle Sounders last Wednesday at Championtwo goals in the second
Field.SU
lost
the Sounders 3-1.
to
ship
period to seal the win,
whileSU scored nothing, due in part to the great defenseof Miller. "I think it will be very tough to replace Sewelland
the Sounders.

Vert."

Compared to games in the past, this was a turning point
for the team.
For SU to become a better team, they have to play better
teams, and evenprofessional teams to achieve that goal.
"Wehave played the Sounders in the past andloss to them
7-0 and 2-1 or 3-1," says senior Justin Miller. "Our coach
(Peter Fewing) tries to get games against tough teams because playing weak teams isn't going tomake us anybetter."
Spring league games are a glimpse into next year's season. Everyonegets to play and see where they are at during
this part of the spring season.
"It's good for us to play against the professionals (Sounders)," says Coach Peter Fewing. "I felt weare getting better."
The new season promises to be a great season with new recruits making their way to SU.
Although the team willbe losinga few great players due to
graduation
"We lost some very good seniors just this past year," says

Last December, Vert was selected by the Sounders in the
2004 A-LeagueDraft. He was taken inthe secondround with
Seattle's second pick, 29thoverall in the draft.
To add to the suspension for next season,SU has justsigned
two of thebest soccer players in Washington State. Incomingfreshman John Fishbaugher from RedmondHigh school
and Cameron Mertens from SouthridgeHigh School are the
twobig recruits who willmake a dangerous combination with
the returning players in the upcoming season.
Fishbaugher and Mertens each helped lead their league
teams to state titles.
Fishbaugher has helped win three state titles in the past
five years withEmerald City, whileMertens helped lead his
ThreeRivers United team to the 2002 state title.
The team is very excited to add these new recruits to the
team, according to Fewing, and should onlyhelp make the
team betterfor next season.
The new season starts August 26, at ChampionshipField.

Poker (continued from page 6)

REDHAWKS
SPORTS &.

LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. April 22nd
Softball vs. Western (away)
Jazzercise7:15-8:15 a.m.@ Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga4:30-5:45 p.m. @ Multi-use Room
KyokushinKarate 7: 15-9 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
KungFu6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Friday. April 23rd
Softball vs. Simon Fraser (away)
Track & Field @ OregonInvitational (away)

KyokushinKarate 6-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Saturday.April 24th

The Poker
Lingo:

Softball vs.Humboldt State @ 1 p.m. (home)
Track & Field @ Oregon Invitational (away)
KyokushinKarate 3-5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

* Thebest possiblepoker

'hand' (or five cardarrangements)is the Royal Flush,ace,
king, queen,jack and ten of the
same suit.

* Straight Flush:a fivecard
sequence of the same suit.

* Four-of-a-Kind: four cards
of the same value.

* Full

House: a pair and a three
ofakind.

* Flush: any fivecards of the
same suitbut not in sequence.

*

WilliamHurd

tainment,granted,but whyis it infringing into the worldof sport?
Defendants say "it's an intellectual
challenge" and "it's fun to watch," one
SU student mentioned she enjoyed
watching Celebrity Poker, but no one
seemed able to rationalize it as a sport.
"It'sa freakin' card game!" the student
exclaimed.
If you turn off the sound it's just
middle-aged men (and women)sitting
around. .not really doingor sayinganything.Sport intrinsically indicates some
sort ofphysical activity, right?
Iam not saying the pop fascination
with poker is bad it's just NOT A

.

The ASUW ExperimentalCollege
is getting into the act. They now offer
aclass called "Learn Poker for Fun
and Profit," taught by Prof. Larry
Zeldner.
The four-week class was added to
the curriculumlast yearandis offered
twice this quarter.
So,ifyouare interestedinexercising yourgame,go check out Zeldner.
Hehas been involved with the wide,
wide worldofpoker for 40 years and
has participated in multiple tournaments.
The cost for the classis $5 forUni-

versity of Washington students and

$10 for the general public.

Straight: a run of fivecards
of any suit.

* Three ofakind: threecards
of same value.

* Two pair: two separate pairs.
* Pair: two cards of same
value.

* High Card: if no onehas any
higher combinations or apair or
two.

* Suits dominate the runs,
matching cards dominate runs
and the dealer dominates all.

Sunday. April 25th
Softball vs.Humboldt State @ noon (home)

Monday. April 26th
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Center

Hip Hop 7-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. April 27th
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Kyokushin Karate 7:30-9 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
KungFu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Boxing 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Wednesday. April 28th
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Center

Incredißall 12:05-12:35 p.m. @ Multi-use Room
Yoga 4:30-5:30 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

Hip Hop 5:30-6:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
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SU student offers a helping hand to felons
DonaldHildwein
Staff Writer
Dressed in a tank top and jeans on her day off
from work, you would never guess that TwylaCarter
works with felons, many of them previous sex offenders
Carter, a senior criminal justice major, has been
volunteering at Interaction Transition,a center that houses
18 felons under the supervision ofthe Departmentof
Corrections (DOC). Coordinating the project are two parttime counselors and executive director Tom Teicher.
Interaction Transition was founded in 1967 by Herb
Smith, an ex-convict. His difficulties reintegrating into the
community were a catalyst to develop the project. The
center accepted its first residents from different correction
centers around Washington State in1977.
Carter first heard about the project from her advisor
andprofessor ofcriminal justice,Jacqueline Helfgott.
Eager to help, Carter began volunteering a year and a half
ago. Today, she is not only working as a paidpart-time
counselor at Interaction Transition,but also volunteering
with Lifers, a Washington State Reformatoryprogram in

Monroe.

As part ofher job at Interaction Transition,Carter
visits four different correction centers on a weekly basis,
including the Washington Corrections Center for Women
in GigHarbor.
"A typical day is answeringphone calls, many from
relatives, institutions and recently released offenders
are looking for housing," Carter says.

who

According to Tom Teicher,Interaction Transition is
not an easy place to get into. There are about400 applicants each year, but only a few are selected. Thereis a
long waiting list, which can last six months or longer. The
center does not accept arsonists and level three sex
offenders, who are considered to have the highest risk of
re-offense. Many felons inquire up to a year in advance,
but most don't follow up after Interaction Transition

requestsbackgrounddocumentationas part of a screening
process. The center has a largepopulationof sex offenders,but also houses some felons, who have been convicted
ofcrimes such as burglary or murder.
Part of Carter's role is to assist felons in finding
employment, developing a supportive community network
and learning to cope with rejection. If a felon displays
interest in any activity such as chess or art, Carter connects them with community groups that hold similar
interests. Dailytwelve-stepmeetings can be a place where
felons can find such support.
Carter hasbecome a friend and confidant for many
of theresidents ofInteraction Transition.One of the
rewards from her hard work is the desk where she
managesher caseload. She explains with pride that the
desk was a Christmasgift from the residents at the center.

Although she works hard to help felons re-enter the
community, some ofthe strongest support they will get
comes from other felons residing in the center.
"Staff andvolunteershave something to offer to
felons. But that's secondary," Teicher says. "Interacting
with each other is a key component; conversation with
others who aregoing through the same process helps
them. They have a certain credibility with each other. Of
course, they can always look at Twyla and me, but we
haven't walkedin their shoes."
There is a great deal to learn about felons, who want
to become a productive part of society and change their
lives,Carter says. According to the United Way of King
County website, inmates leave prison withonly $40 and
the clothes on their back, with no help in finding jobs or a
place to live. Carter explainsthat there is a fear perpetuated amongcommunities that each released felon is as
dangerous as the next.
"How abouteducating the public on what's going on
and dispel the misconceptions, so wecan get to the
bottomof why the assaults are going on," she says.
Teicher adds, "This programis to help those who are
motivated to change. Treatmentdoes not cure them, but
provides them with anunderstanding of the thought
processes that trigger deviantbehavior. It also equips them
with a set of tools that enables them not to act on the
impulses that are still there."
Carter believes that the media has played a large
role in perpetuating misconceptions towards felons. The
media,she says, needs to change how it covers future
storiesand balance its ownreporting.

Photosby Erica Terence

Twyla Carter hanging out with several residents on the porch of Interaction Transition.
Teicher agrees. "Simplistic coverage leads to
generalizations and stereotypes that don't serve productive
purposes. No report is better than a shallow report," he
says.

Carter's interest injustice extends beyondmedia
coverage.

"My primary interest is criminal law with a major
focus onrestorative justice,alternative
sentencing and criminal justice reform,"
she says.
Before attending Seattle University,
Carter wasa guest relations manager for
Holland America Line, a cruise ship
company based out of Seattle. As she
traveled around the worldthrough many
impoverished nations, she gained a new
perspective on her life.
"It heightenedmy passion for social
justice and human rights. It put everything into perspective," she says. "It was
a great experience."

crucial part of their reintegration into communities. But as
—
Teicher points out, "volunteers in the community Seattle
—
University is a part of that play a criticalrole innot just
providing guidance,but by their verypresence reinforcing
the notion that there are people in the community who are
willing to give these ex-offenders a secondchance to
demonstrate that they can be crime free productive
members ofsociety."

Carter received the prestigious
Kelliher award,named after the SU

professor Michael Kelliher,ajid given to
criminal justice students with the highest
GPA in their graduating class. Carter is
applying to law schools across the country
and hopes to attendone in the fall.
Carter's efforts to assist felons are a

Carter at her desk managing her caseload.
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Polynesian Club volunteers at White Center
gives her the "peopleskills" she
doesn't get from lectures.
Brusher agrees. "It's a life
giving experience. There is lots to
learn, it helps you stay active and
in touch with the community.
Tutoring makes you aware of
your own actions and how they
affect other people,especially
young people," she said.
The tutoring programhas
helped students uphold the ideals
ofSeattle University outside the
classroom. It provides a practical
purpose to learning, going to
school and paying tuition.
"It helps me realize that
there is a purpose to my educa-

Jacob Edel

Staff Writer
Just 15 minutes southof
downtown at the southern border
of West Seattle is an unincorporated neighborhoodcalled White
Center. It has the reputationof a
ghetto. Many think of it as a
neighborhood full of gangs,
drugs, prostitution and sloppy
poor people.
"It's trashy. There's lots of
police harassment, there are

delinquent kids, andit badly
needs new buildings," said one
SU senior, who works at a
recreation center in the neighbor-

tion, it is not for my personal
benefit, but for the service of

hood.
White Center is indeednot
an affluent neighborhood. Studies
show it is a concentrationof

peopleliving in poverty. According to the King County census,
the percent ofresidents in White
Center living belowthe poverty
levelis almost twice the county
percentage.

Since the neighborhood
isn't in the city limits, it depends
on county services. However,
these services are not as sufficient
as Seattle's. A couple of weeks
ago,the Seattle City Council
voted to postpone annexing the
NorthHighline and West Hill
areas, which include White
Center, until more information is
available.
A big financial responsibility would rest on the City ifit
were to annex these areas.
According to an article in The
Seattle Timeslast March by Bob
Young,rough estimates show that
although the North Highline and
the West Hill areas, including
White Center, wouldaddabout
$25 million a year to the city
treasury in tax revenues,it would
cost the city about $32 million in
services. Inother words,annexing the areas would annually cost

Photosby Jacob Edel

Kamille Rigoroso, an international business major, tutors two first-graders
from Mount View Elementary School.
Seattle's residents $7 million.
The lack of funding and
services is obviousin White
Center. The area seems to have
remained the same for decades
even though Seattle has had an
outstandingprogress. A SU
student familiar with the neighborhood described it as an
"intense" area.
"I was at a park down there
and almost saw a knife fight.
Somekids were fighting overa
basketballgame and one of them
said he was going to come back
withhis knife and better not find

the others there," a SU junior SU
said.

Another reason why White
Center differentiates from its
Seattle neighbor is in the concentration of diversity. According to
the King County census, White
Center residents are mostly
immigrants. Fifty-five percentof
the residents are either non-white
or multiracial, while 33 percent
of them speak anotherlanguage
besides English and 11 percent

speak English "not well" or "not
at all."

However, a small group of
Seattle University students
believe that the neighborhood is
especially rich in spirit. Every
Monday and Wednesday about 15
SU students carpool to theMount
View Presbyterian Church to
tutor local children from nearby
Mount View Elementary School.
said.
Sophomore Joseph Seia,a
public affairs major, started the
For Fanene, the impact
last
beyond
fall. The program
program
goes
the classroom. SU
students help the childrenmake
begins withsnacks andthen the
children and tutors sit down on
better choices and provide them
the floor and perform a
with individual positive reinPolynesian dance called Sasa.
forcement. Fanene sees the rich
spirit of the community in the
The dance is composed of
children's excitement to engage
rhythmic hand gesturesand
chants accompaniedby some
inactivities such as reading and
drumming on the floor. It allows
doinghomework.
tutors to connect with the
"It is so encouragingto see
children and adds excitement to
the progress, spiritually and
academically that the kids go
the day.
Joseph Seia, who graduated through in the little time we
from EvergreenHigh School
spend helping them. To see the
Center,
started
pride on the kids face when they
located in White
the program to build a better
finish their homework and when
community and challenge the
they complete a whole book is
ghetto label of the neighborhood. beyond what Ican express in
words," Elizabeth Phillips, a
He believes the neighborhood's
juniorstudyingEnglish said.
rich spirit can be used to erase
such labels.
Phillips tutors because she
wants to cultivate the children's
The tutoring programis a
spirit into success. She feels
divisionof Mana, a Polynesian
culture club on SU campus.The
success is directly related to the
programhas been called Iba'ako,
type ofpersonal attention the
which means, "I am different" in children receive through this
Tagalog.

"The message to thekids is
that it is ok to be different," Seia
said.

Seattle University students
hope to lead the children toward a

positive direction and perhaps
shape future communityleaders.
"The reason why Ido this
is because Ido volunteer work at

the state prison in Monroe and
there Isee too many young
disadvantaged menin a situation
that could have beenprevented,"
Maria Brusher, a senior studying

Joseph Seia helps Victor, a sixth-grade student at
Mount View Elementary, with his homework.

Mission,agrees. She feels the
program not only generates
student interest, but also helps
teachers since the children come
to school prepared. Fanene is
grateful for the help from Seattle
University students.
"The impact these Seattle
University students have on these
kids is beyondreality, it is
beyond what they can see," she

program.
"This program is a light-

house to the kids of White Center.
So many kids slip through the
cracks in attempts to graduate
that they never get personal
attention from school or home
andthis program emphasizes the
importance on the individual
success ofeach child," Phillips
said.

Theconfidence of these
mistaken for

tutors should not be

arrogance.The humilityof the

Iba'ako tutors is in fact astoundpublic affairs, said.
ing; they realizethey aren't the
only ones giving. Kamille
Brusher believes thebest
way to prevent youth from ending Rigoroso,a sophomore studying
in prison is to keep them in
international business, said
tutoring
Fanene,
gets her away fromher
Margaret
who is
school.
and
normalroutine
andhas made her
program's
the
site director
worker for the Union Gospel
moreresponsible. She also said it

others. SU teaches the valueo
giving back to the community,
but nothingcompares to actual
doing it," Phillips said.
As the children are showing
progress, tutors are confident that
their efforts willencourage
further change. However,the
program doeshave some limitations. Fanene pointed out that
growth and space are the biggest
challenges to the program.
"This is an expanding
programand there just isn't
enough available space that is
conducive to learning," she said
Some of the rooms at
Mount View Presbyterian are
better suited for tutoring than
others.The rooms with o\d "highschooJ" style desks don 't facilitate the interaction between tutor
and student. Theideal place
should encourage one-on-one
interaction in a room withlittle
background noise.
SU students also face
limitations incommunication.
The different backgrounds of the
children entail some interaction

difficulties.
"I see a cross cultural

barrier between the kids and the
tutors," Seia said. "Most of thes
kids are the children of immigrants and they don't speak
English at home."

Despite these challenges,
the student to teacher ratiohelp
children connect with their tutor
on a personal level. There are
never more than one or two
students per tutor, even though
sometimes SU tutors aren't
available because ofmidterms o

perhaps finals.
Fanene said most ofthe
children are no longer "at risk" and
they are doing wellin school.If
they continue to do so,she says,
they will soonmake it into college
defying allodds against them. She
hopes these children willthen
return totutor and help the
community.
It might take time to erase
the negativereputation ofWhite
Center,but therich spirit of SU
tutors and children is already

fueling change.
Junior Stephanie Whaley, a
French major, thinks these tutors
are a bighelp. "It'scool that people
reach out and it doesn't matter how
many kids benefit as longas at
least one student is helped," she
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Arts & Entertainment
Modest Mouse goes mainstream but still worth a listen
10

Jacob Edel

Staff Writer
If you haven't felt Modest Mouse yet then you
probably will soon. Theirnew album Good Newsfor
People who Love Bad News is earningsome airplay, even
beyond Seattle's beloved local station KEXP.
Theband from Issaquah, has maintained a faithful
fan base here in Seattle because it has rocked the Seattle
scene since 1996 but has never endured commercial
airplay.

Modest Mouse recently rocked a packed house
Easter Sunday at the Paramount and sold out another show
last February at the Showbox.
Allof Modest Mouse's albums have provided
listeners with positive energy and valuable insight through
their original song writing.Their previous albums are
good and the bandhas become increasingly popular as a
result. GoodNews wields a catchier mainstream sound,
especially portrayed in the song "Float On." This shift
toward mainstream is why they are finally getting radio
play.
Many Mouse fans, sarcastically referred to on the
street as Mouseketeers, dislike the changes that landed
Mouse on commercial radio. Even though music fans
praise Mouse's previous albums fans have replied with
negative opinions after Mouse signed a contract with the
major record company Epic Records.
Good Newsis their second release under the Epic

label and there is a continuation of negative reviews.
Several reviews found at www.Amazon.comexpress spite

towardsthe bandand its record label.
"Every other album they havemade you can listen
to inits entirety and be amazed while this is a horrible
attempt to be mainstream pop that can be played onMTV.
Epic managed to ruin one of the greatbands oflate and
you would understand if you listen to all of their previous
albums," wrote 'Narb from philly.'
Malicious criticisms like this are emotional
responses more affected by the negative stigma of
major record labels than to the music's quality. It
appears reviewers dislike the label and unjustly discriminate the music based on its affiliation. These
unreasoned reviews never seem to give the music a
chance.
Musicians sometimes forfeit a small amount of
artistic ingenuity to attain some recognition and fame
that helps them get their message around the world.
Major recordlabels desire less controversial sounds and
the goal of the musician is to be heard. Goodmusicians
find a way to continually express their thoughts and
emotions to a large audience.
For example, Bob Marley is the most famous
reggae musician to date and is also one of the most

Courtesy of Epic Records

musician that related to everyone. The analogy here
shows it isn't fair to accept negative criticism because
of some dissatisfaction with a band's rising popularity.
With or without the lucrative record contract Modest Mouse
is a talentedbandblessed withextraordinaryartistic ability.
Songs like "Ocean Breathes" Salty" and "The World at Large"
emanateeuphoria as much as Mouse's previousalbums.
Listening to the album has the potential to change the
expression on your face and improve your day. Respect the
music and don'tbuy into the negative reviews until you have
checked it for yourself.

respected. He worked hard to get his music beyond the
small island of Jamaica while retaining its authenticity.
His music developed over time and the styles changed a
little on every album he produced.
At the same time Marley made a fortune. It is
interesting,though, that he is not known as an opportunistic 'sell-out.' People from every part of the world
think of Marley as a champion for freedom and as a

SU Art Professor exhibits explosive artwork
pieces he overlappedacrylic colors tomake his
Theintroduction to theexhibit states,
"The NevadaNuclear Test Rangewashome to statement The smallercircles weresmaller
explosions andthe bigger circles were larger
over 1,000Nuclear Explosions. This workis
explosions.Hisidea was tocreatehot spotsin
executed
based on theatmosphere explosioas
A different view ofnuclear testing is
greater theexplosion.
,
available at theKinsey Gallery onthefirstfloor by theUnited States from 1951 1963 amere 80 which thelesspaint the
ofrefraction wasan
appearance
Strip."
"The
Unfortunately,
Vegas
milesfromtheLas
ofthe Casey buildingfromnow until May7.
outcome
ofthe
entire process,"
is
not
thatcatches
unintentional
thing
the first
theintroduction
Theexhibit, Test Site,is the work ofSU
explained
Guerrero.
in.
youwalk
your eye when
Art Professor Francisco Guerrero who felt it
Outof the comer of the eye, there are
The first things yousee are the bright
was important for people to remember that not
onthe wall near the door,but those
(the
the
some
words
opposite
on
the
wall
door
pieces
longago there werenuclear devicesbeing tested colored
are forgotten with a glance to theleft. Arranged
north wall).Bathedin white studio lighting and
justmiles from oneofAmerica's largest
in anoddly familiar set ofrowsarered pen on
with noexplanation, the mono-color pieces at
commercial playgrounds,Las Vegas.
whitepaper depictionsofnuclear explosions in
The impetus for theexhibit,according to first look appear tobe flatbut oncloser
—
various stages here the ignition, there the
inspection a patternappears and they beginto
Guerrero, is the current discussion on liftingthe
mushroom cloud,below that a ballof dustand
look likelight refractions off a color-filtered
moratorium ofnuclear testing.
fire. Thesouth wallisa little less engaging,but
lens.
"It'snot a political exhibit,"he stressed.
stillretains the overalltheme. Circles arranged
"All the pieces arebasedroughly on the
"ButIthink it wouldbe insane to begintesting
in seeminglyrandom patternsand sizeson
latitudeand longitude ofthe targeted areas
nuclear weapons again, Imean weallknow
plywood.They areperhapsrepresentations of
circles,"
organized ina configuration of
they work, why do weneed to blow more
radioactive drift, fallout fromtheexplosions
explained.In
Guerrero
the case ofthe first
thingsup?"

Kyle Ford
Managing Editor
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Theidea wastoshow the targetingand
the timeline of explosions.He wanted so show
how the explosions wipedeverything clean.
Fromleft to right, you notice the targeting
circles, how they get biggerafter an explosion
then the final pieces inthe series look as though
they'vebeensanded clean.
Theexhibit openedlater thanexpected
to
due logisticproblems with frames. "The
frames the gotsent were the wrongsize,"
admitted Guerrero."So wehad to postpone the
show untilIgot the correct ones."
Overall aninteresting take on the
aesthetics ofdestruction,theexhibit engages the
viewer and challengeshim or her to look at
nuclear testingin adifferent light. As Guerrero
intoned,half thefun ofart is discovering the
secrets andmeaningthe artistplaced in the
work andits display for yourself.
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Arts & Entertainment
Wheat gives goodperformance despite badluck
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Megan Lee
Staff Writer
Wheat, aMassachusetts
band, came to town for a special

Monday Night show at the
Crocodile. But,unfortunately, it
just wasn't their day—again.
Wheat, second on the bill,
took the stage as a middle-child,
in the punk-rock shadow ofOKGO,but theygave it a go anyway.
[The merch-table outside the
band room was all OK.-GO
paraphernalia] When Wheat took
the stage front man singerguitarist Scott Levesque,explainedhow their drummer, and
all their equipment was "somewhere inMissouri or Montana."
It was the old vanstory. A
classic case of "our equipment is
in our broken down van" but we
are still going to play for you.
Theswelling, though intimate,
crowd waspacified. Spectators

moved to the melodic makeshift
music,seeming to enjoy it,
sipping beers and listening.
—
Levesque cleverly made do the
band slipped in their catchy ditty:
"Imet a girl." But, due to nerves
or preoccupation,he kept
explaininghimself throughout the
set, addinglight poetry...and at
one point broke into some Jim
Morrison-esquepoetry.

Levesque,who appeared
on the Crocodile stage as some
cross between Michael
Hutchinson,Kurt Cobain and
that guy from the Counting
Crows, introduced himself as

"the Wheat Man." The mysterious Wheat Man exuded a poetic
air in his darkgreen shirt and
held the microphone in a subtly
sensual way.In his nervous
state he hid from the crowd
behind the mic, only looking up
at irregular intervals, but no one
seemed disappointed.

The short set was an OK
Ifound out later the van
was indeedbroken downin
representation of repertoire. It
Montana;Hamey wasin the
wouldhave beennice to hear
more oftheir litany of songs, but process ofdriving all theequipment from Massachusetts when
the audience gracefully understood. The impromptu talking bits somethinghappened west bound
reallypersonalized the perforon 1-90. Theaxlebroke and/or
mance. Theband was glad to be
the engine blew, bothunfortunate
on tour, even without their
scenarios were circulating.
equipment. .they expect the van
Regardless, the result was
to arrive soon, at least before they devastating.
play Portland.
Wheat, who recently
compiled their third CD, "Per
Thebest part of the show
Second, Per Second, Per Second
was the rattle-man (or shaker)
Every Second" and gained pop
BrendanHarney. The puffynotoriety when they opened for
haired guy who just played what
he called,"his plum rattle" was
theband Toad the Wet Sprocket
at Chicago's popular music
great. This specific rattle is a
venue,the Vie.The Wheat Man
commonegg-shaped instrument
semi-jokingly told me only 17
that frequently finds its way to
peoplebought the first CD and 23
drumcircles. The subtlety added
bought the second. Adding that
to the unusual performance.
the record company [Aware/
Beside the Wheat Man and
Columbia]
made them include
therattle-man there was just the
to
some
pull
Gold,
of the old stuff on the new
keyboardist, Josh
through
set.
to
them
the
CD further acquaint new fans,

.

..

after thebroken deal with their
previous label.
Four years have passed
since their last release, "Hope and
Adams," on the tiny Chicago
—
label Sugar Free so they went to
the studio and wrote 20 songs.
Wheat has been logging time in
the recording studio with "Hope
and Adams" producer Dave
Friedman, who has sculpted
ambitious albums by the Flaming
Lips as well as that ofhis own
band, Mercury Rev.
For now the Wheat Man
and his Wheat band will be a

string of dates with LizPhair and
they are working to re-release
their first two CDs, so a few more
people can experience the early
Wheat.
Wheat is a poetic and real
band, oneIexpect we will be
hearing more from once they can
bust through this vicious membrane ofbad luck.

Nas' re-release of Illmatic proves he's still on top
pretty hefty

self-image from all of the
hype. As his career evolved from the
gangsta-wannabe phase to the kickEven in a genre rooted in bragga- some-knowledge phase and back
docio, the cockiness of Nasir Jones
again, Illmatic still loomed as Nas'
stands out. More than just the standard largest contribution to the culture.
"I'm better than you" lyrics, the rapper Fellow rap icon Jay-Z, evenduring his
nasty public feud of a few years ago
known as Nas often goes to the next
himself,
with Nas, still had to admit Illmatic
level. When he talks about
was an outstandingpiece of work. So
"prophet"
and
"messiah"
words like
arguably the greatest album in
him,
to
does
up.
According
to
the
pop
tend
hip-hop still hold up after a decade?
entire rap industry could either perish
or flourish by one stroke of his mighty
After listening to 70 YearAnniversary IllmaticPlatinum Series,
pen. It seems he thinks of himself as
released by Columbia Records, I'd say
the be-all, end-all of hip-hop. The
"hell yeah." However, this tribute to
problem is, it's hard to blame him.
Ten years ago, a 20-year-old Nas
the 1994 classic is not a must-buy by
any means.
was introduced to the masses via
Illmatic, his debut album. With that
The two-disc set (or two-tapes I
haven't forgotten my roots) is basirelease, praise rained on the Queenscally the original Illmatic, along with
bred MC like a Seattle spring storm.
four remixes and two new songs.
greatest
Some saidIllmatic was the
album
Some
For starters, the original album
hip-hop
history.
debut
in
than holds up. Nothing has been
York
more
put
called it the album that
New
or re-mastered; same beats,
on
the
likes
of
altered
map,
back the
after
Snoop Dogg and Dr. Dre had reigned
same rhymes, same classic album.
"N.Y. State of Mind," "Life's a
with their G-Funk, West Coast style.
B****" and "One Love" are just as
Some even said it was the best album
good as they were in 1994, and Nas'
ever,period.
lyrics are still sharp 10 years later:
Since he's only human (despite
"Y'all know my steelo with or without
what he says), Nas naturallygained a

Austin Burton
OpinionEditor
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the airplay / / keep some E&J, sittin
/ Or either on
bent up in the stairway
'
the corner bettin Grants with the
ceelo'champs / Laughin at baseheads,
"
tryin to sell some broken amps, and
"Inhale deep like the words of my
breath /Inever sleep, cause sleep is
the cousin of death / 1laypuzzled as I
backtrack to earlier times /Nothing's
equivalent, to theNew York state of
"
mind.
If there is any flaw, it's that some
of the choruses run on too long, with
too many shout-outs. But hey, if Iwere
20 years old and recording my first
and maybe last album, I'd shout-out to

everybody, too.
The remixes keep the same lyrics
and only use different beats. As is
always the case with remixes,it boils
down to one question: is it better than
the original? In this case, not really.
The four remixed songs: "Life's a
B****," "The World is Yours," "One
Love" and "It Ain't Hard to Tell" are
all solid,but nothing stands out. On
the "World is Yours" remix, the
Vibesmen-produced beat sounds more
like something 2Pac would have
rapped on, and there are a few times
where the vocals and production don't

match up. You can tell it's a remix
even if you've never heard the original.
The two new songs, "On the
Real" and "Star Wars," are quality, as
Nas comes out of the gate swinging:
"Just when you thought it was over
look over your shoulders I
I'm 30 now,
"
baby sip drinks and sip 'em 510w....
On "Star Wars" he talks about the state
of the rap
' game: "The government'
watchin all of those who thuggin it /
They wanna
lock us up cause they kids
' "
are lovin it.
All in all, this is a good, albeit
unnecessary, collection. For one, there
was no need for a double-album. You
could easily fit 16 tracks onto one disc
or tape. The remixes and new material
are good, mind you, but it's nothing
you need to save your money for. And
if you already have Illmatic- and
what hip-hop fan doesn't? you don't

really need this anniversary tribute,
unless you're just a Nas completist.
So Nas can sit back and relax.
His first album still stands strong after
all these years. Even if he never raps
another line, he can rest assured that
his legacy is intact. Now, if only he
would work on that ego.
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Why don t you join
the 2004~2005 Spectator team
Staff positions available include:
Editor-in-chief

Opinion Editor
Copy Editor

ManagingEditor
NewsEditor
Sports Editor
FeaturesEditor

Photo Editor
Cover Editor

A&E Editor

CoverEditor

Online Editor

.........
"

Online Editor
Distribution Manager
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Reporters
Photographers
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Editor-in-chief application

Al
Al
other applications

Dead ne: Apn. 26 at 4 p.m.

Deadline: Apr,. 26 at 4 p.m.

, Drop off a cover letter, resume andany clips to the CommunicationsDept.in Casey Bldg.
For moreinformation contact Erica Terence at terence@seattleu.edu
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Associated Students of Seattle University %S£
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WEEKLY TIFDATE
All questions, comments orconcerns canbemade at ext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!

Run For Office!

The Associated Students of Seattle University is
looking for well-rounded, energetic students to fill a
wide variety of representative and executive positions
for next year's student government. Winners of the
May 11-13 elections will represent their group in ASSU
and work with a dynamic group of leaders to improve
the university and help keep it running smoothly. All
students in good academic standing are encouraged to
run. The following positions will be elected:
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Nominations and applications are key
to the SR/\ process,
staff, faculty and students may nominate

.
.
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Executive Positions:

students who you think
deserve recognition, please nominate
them by April 25.
or graduate

>
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k made online at
t
Nominations can be
seattleu.edu/getinvolved. Just follow the link to Student Recognition
Awards!
M

ASSU President
Executive Vice-President
VP of Student Affairs
VP of Finance
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Do You Need
A Ride?

Representative Positions:
Commuter Representative
Representative
Sophomore
r
r
Junior Representative
Senior Representative
International Representative
r

x

Qfll pn
c 1Oth Annual Student
Recognition Awards are
coming!
Mark your calendars for May 17.

Then check out the

Minority Representative
Representative
Non-Traditional
_ .. .„
Resident Representative

..

At-Large Representative

Athletic Representative

In addition to the great experience of working in an elected
position, representatives will receive a generous scholarship and
use of a new office in the Student Center. Contact the ASSU
Office at 296-6050 or stop by Student Center 360 with

NIGHTHAWK SHUTTLE
The Public Safety Department has developed a campus escort/ shuttle pilot pro
gram. The shuttle provides service up to
two blocks off campus throughout the
spring quarter.
For your free Nighthawk ride call
90'

questions. Applications will be available April 23.

tQ Midnight
(Sunday-Thursday)
6:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
(Friday and Saturday)

6:30 p m

STlilyS fvENTS^ND
COUhfclL
CfTIVITIES
from
the
SoO
Student Center

(across

Bistro, next to ASSU)

Unveiling
Quadstock
out the line-up for SU's biggest on campus event

Find

of the year!
Student Center Patio
with musical guest Fate's End

April 28,11-2 p.m.
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Question of the Week:

Moving beyond stereotypes

Isit a university's responsibility to help and/oreducate students withproblems such as eatingdisorders?
Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or as an
opinion column. Letters should be 300 words maximum, while columns should be 500 words minimum.
Spectator editorialboard

—

Editorial
YOU! The emerging political being: the college student who is
faced witha timeless dilemma as you stand at the College Republicans table in the business school wavering on whether to take a
button that says 'Hit me I'm a raving liberal!' or 'Hit me I'm a
raving conservative!'
In between classes on a stop at Starbuck's lies the newspaper
begging you from the stands. "Please, be the good citizen. Spend
aquarter.Read me."But thisis not aguilt trip about how you don't
read the newspaper enough. Clearly, many of you do make an
honest effort to read the news. The point here,is that thenewsis so
often a siege of politicalname dropping that thepolitical geography
ofan article covering internationalnews often goes in one ear, and
out the other.
Again, thisis not toinsult your political intelligence, but college
students occupy so much of their time absorbing information that
some of the most pertinent political information,like the names of
local politicians and legislators and what they've done in the last
four years fails to stick in our memories.
Why don't wehaveapolitics seminar at this university dedicated
to learning about the political environment in Seattle and in
Washington state, for starters? The goal would not be to reach any
conclusion on goodpolitics or bad politics, right politics or wrong
politics, but to give students a kick in the ass and get students
researching,thinking about, and discussing politics daily.
It would enable us to frame some of the chaotic political
whirlwind of events we read about in the news and enter a
discussion about those issues and events with some developed
understanding of the political climate we live in. Also, we don't
understand just how much local politics affect us.We tend to think
we've done our duty as citizens when we vote in the presidential
elections. In fact, weare far from socially responsible, politically
educated citizens even when we read the newspaper and vote for
the president. We need classes which localize the political world
we live in so that it becomes our world and not just the political
world out there.

KATE MUSSELMAN
Spectator Columnist
"Stereotypes? What? Like stereotypes of cool people? Kind of
"
like they really are not that cool.

"I don't really think there are
'cool' people. We've left high
well, at least somepeople
school.
"

..

have.

"Who, in your opinion, is still
'stuck' in highschool?"
"The groups ofpeople who are
judgmental andassume
that aperson is acertain
way when they haven't
really made an effort to"
get to know the person.
"Yeah, and also the
people who decide
whether ornot to talk to
someone based on what
they've 'heard.'"

We doit toothers, and
they do it to us. Stereotyping apersonbasedon

their appearance, what
others have said about
them and who they hang

easier to recognize familiarfaces.
On any givendayin the cafeteria
or the Bistro, the social groups
within SU can easily be defined:
thereare the athletes (congregated
accordingto sport),the peoplefrom
variousfloorsof theresidence halls,
thepeopleinvolvedinvariousclubs
or affiliations, people of different
geographic origins such as the Hawaiians or international students,
and the graduate students. They often look like each other as well.
Understandably, it is more comfortable to hang out with people
withsimilar interestsand priorities.
For example,one might find itodd
and a little awkward for a law student to sit down with a random
undergraduate volleyball player at
lunch. The problem lies in the
nonsensicality of passing up the
opportunity tobeopen tonew people
and new experiences, which is a
consequence of stereotyping.

At a school which prides
itself on diversity, it is
ridiculous not to make an
effort to branch out and
meet new people and
experience new things.

out with is the customary tendency

of people toshield themselves from
vulnerability,rejection,andchange.
It is easy to do and much more
common on a small college campus, like ours, wheresocial groups
are more defined and where it is

At this point in our lives, it is
unnecessary and stupid to be so
immatureas toslide a personfor the
simple reason that you think you
wouldn't have anything in common. Inreality,peopleare all looking for different things,and theyall
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to get along with people
from all walks of life will be imperative.

Katie Musselmanisa freshman
Frenchandinternationalstudies
major. Send feedback to
musselma©seattleu. edu

Workaholism becomes us

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Erica Terence, Shalin Hai-Jew
KyleFord andAustinBurton.Signedcommentariesreflect Spectator Columnist
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
There are 24 limited hours in a day. A thirdof this
Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
disappears into the ether of sleep. A chunk is spent

—

have different ways of going about
it. However, the way they might
choose at oneparticular point to do
so does not define who they are as a
person whatsoever.Isn't thedefinition of college based around the
experienceof new things and similarlynew people?It is anadmirable
quality to taketheinitiative inshowing someone you think they are
interesting and worth getting to
know, so in the end you'll at least
learnmoreabout yourself.
With everynew personyou meet,
you change, your beliefs change
and your world views change.
Therefore, at a school which prides
itself on diversity, it is ridiculous
notto make an effort to branch out
and meet new people and experience new things,especially if coming from a background that lacks
diversity. After all, the purpose of
receivinga college educationis not
solely to acquire a diploma, but to
be a well-rounded individual. In ourculture, college is the threshold bereliance and auly; between childand the real world. It
smoreimportantnowthan
ever tomake aneffort to be
dynamic andactuallychalenge the presupposed beiefs you may have about
other people. Because in
T-minus four years, when
you find yourself trying to
launch a career, theability

certain levelofachievement has been attained, whether
that'scalculated as a certain number ofreports, sales
or customer contacts and leads. We seem to be able to
fully rest only when a full day has been wrungdry of
every possible minute of work. As the ante is upped
with yet more achievements, it gets harder and harder
to downshift into somethinga little slower. The true
workaholics are strategizing even inREM sleep.
Everyone is sogo-gothat it often seemsthat conversations are abbreviated,truncated, and converted into
shorthand before our very eyes. When we talk to
friends, they drop clues as to their business their
vacations fitted into the shortened weekends, their
combined work and pleasure trips.Even their e-mails
are breathless,and the smileyface emoticons arebrief.

eating. Another part is spent commuting fromPoint A
to Point B and sometimes just wanderingaround aimlessly. And plopped in the middle of this is workand
creative workarounds trying to fit in stillmore work.
In our society,there is a lot offocus onproductivity.
Ours is anequationof efficiency.
To getmore done,wemulti-task,delegate,caffeinate,
lose sleep and feast on fast/canned/frozen/packaged/
dehydrated/microwavable food at Net speed.
Weread everythingin concisesummary form; we're
No noses. :-)
satisfied with reading the blurbs on book jackets, the
There's something to be said for the life one sees
backs of boxes on software, and the pictures in the
when
one is laid low by the flu. There's something to
"how-to"manuals.
be
said
for the relaxedstrolls and shopping forays on
We cut backonface-to-face timewithcolleagues.Do
day off from work. There's something
the
occasional
you knowhow much effort it is to hang over a fellow
admiring the profusion of plant life
to
about
be
said
employee's cubicle wallfor a chat? We meet fellow
bees
and
the
bumble
and the clouds inthe sky fromthe
students, friends and family virtually, via mediated
lying on one's back in the grass. There's
technologies.We letthe emailand IM-ingspeak for our angle of
something
to be said for the mystery of opportunities
affection and concern for each other. It's more effiforegone.So what if?
cient: just tailor the messagefor each individual with a
Yes,it's good to have a jobin this shaky economy.
speed.
keystrokes.Forget
connecting.It's all about
few
be able to multi-task. It's cool to
Drivingdownthe freeway,we seepeople talkinginto It's fantastic to
from anywhere with commumicrocassette recorders and cell phones. At the office, connect witheachother Yes, nice to
technologies.
nications
it's
have a plastic
our colleagueshave opened a dozen windowsof varisomewhere, with a
a
above
door
nameplatehanging
ous documents,e-mail accounts, websitesand software
back.However,at the endof the day, have we
programs on their computers. Some even have phone Velcro
somethinginourrush todo anddo and do.
away
traded
headsets on. Tacked on the wall is a to-do list. On
campus, learners dragaroundloaded bags ofbooksand
homework;they seem pulled by aninvisible force onto Shalin Hai-Jew is a second-yearstudent in the
Educational Leadershipprogram. Sendfeedback
the next assignment,paper or exam.
We seem to attain personal satisfaction only when a ha/yes@seattleu.edu
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Letters

On behalf of the University and as pub-

lisher of The Spectator,Iam writing to expressmy disappointment in your decision to
publish AustinBurton'sarticle on the retirement of Dave Cox,former head coach of the
women'sbasketballprogram("SUcoachCox
retiresamidstcloud ofsuspicion," TheSpectator, 4-15-04). The article, in my view, is
unfair and is a narrow characterization of
DaveCox's longcareer at SeattleUniversity.
During his career at the university, Dave
madeimportant contributions to the women's
basketball program and to the university.
Rather than cover the highlights of Dave's
career,the article focused almost exclusively
on the negative experience of one or two
currentteam members.Dave deservedbetter
from TheSpectatorbothin terms ofobjectivity and coverageof the breadth and depth of
his career.

to

15

the

Editor.

As a history major and a Christian, Ifeel

experience," The Spectator, 3-4-04). Imet
my fiance while livingon the same floor in
the dorms. Livingin such close proximity
was convenient for seeing each other and it
foundedupon theabolitionofslavery.That is allowed us to truly learn whothe otherperson
superficially true. What he fails to recognize, was. We dated for two years and will be
however, is how much Republican policies married onMay 1at the school at which we
have changed since then. In the 1860s, the met and from which we'll graduate together.
Republicans werethemoreliberal party, while
Thank you for printinga piece that brought
Democrats protected the status quo. Thus, back so many fond memories!
labeling Abraham Lincoln a political "conservative"is absurd.
Jessica Lee Penna
Senior, psychology
In
are
in
says,
Republicans
Bonicillo
truth
totalagreement with Christian values. That
is a dangerous absolutism characteristic of
Ifound the blatant racism inMadeleine
the right wing.Would Jesus start a war with Hottman'sfirst sentence ofthe "DownLow"
Iraq that killed more innocent civilians than article deeply disturbing, not just for it's
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks? Would Jesus inherent assumptionthat her readerswerenot

same.Yes, the chill windof totalitarianism is
blowingmercilessly through this once great
land.The Bush Regime is out of controland
every night we hear screams. We hear the
screams of theinnocent dragged off into the
night and thrown into cells without due pro-

compelled to respond to Mark Bonicillo's
letter to the editor (The Spectator, 4-8-04).
Bonicillo writes,theRepublicanParty was

cess.
Too often, weask the question,"Whatever

happened to Professor So and So?" and always the answer is, "The Department of
Homeland Security came for himlast night."
The FBI now knows how many times you
and Ihave checked out Lady Chattelly's
Lover and volumes of delightful poetry by

Billy Collins from the public library. They
know that you and Iare subscribers to The
Village Voice. Brothers and Sisters, Lady
Liberty is on life support and she is fading
"African- Americans," but also that such an fast. We can pull the plug, have her funeral
assumption wasshared byhereditors ("Down and lifta pint in remembranceat her wakeor
Low' behavior puts African-Americans at wecan fight like true American patriots and
greater risk of contracting HIV/AIDS," The declare in one voice to Mr. Bush, "No more
Spectator, 4-15-04). Do you not think that Bushit,Mr. Bush! No moremidnight arrests!
your "African-American" peers can read or No more disappearances! No more federal
thugs! No more Dick, Karl, Condi and
do those peoplejust not read newspapers?
Perpetuating an"us"and "them" mentality Donald! We want ourcountry back!" Broththrough is something Ithink you should all ers and Sisters, I'm ready for Homeland
give a lot more thought to before letting Security to knock at my door.Iam ready to
anything like that slide through again. You become a prisoner of conscience. Yes, Iam
might wantto look at whereelse in your lives ready to share a cell with Mike Gilmore. I
thiskind of underlyingassumption is present. hope that weare allready.ImpeachBush and
Viva LaRevolucion!
Camille Toutonghi
Seattle University
Paul Delaney

raid the social security fund? Wouldhe push
a tax cut that benefits only the wealthiest
Americans? Would he pursue a conscious
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
policy of destroying the environment and
President,Seattle University
industrializing the world?Would Jesus,be in
supportof thedeath penalty? Jesus was tolerIfeel embarrassed for Austin Burton.Iam ant of others and a proponent of positive
surehisjournalism advisor is disappointed in social change: if anything,he wasa liberal.
Austin's trivialarticleofDaveCox's27-year
Isupported Bush when he ran in 2000.
I
That
was a terribleblunder.The right wing
tenure as SU's women'sbasketball coach.
have taughtmany ofDave's athletes over the should just admit it: the current administralast27 years and allhave praisedhis concern tioni&adisaster.Butthe foolish,as the saying
and commitment to their academic welfare. goes, are often in error but never in doubt.
In the last three years, since Ihave been Why can'tRepublicans and Democrats work
serving as Faculty Athletic Representative, togethertomaketheworldpeaceful,prosperDave has been directly responsible for im- ous,andenvironmentally healthy? Why can't
Sophomore,journalism
proving the registrationprocess for ALLath- bothsides just comeclean when they make a
letes. DaveCox has been the most active of mistake and move on? Neither Democrats
Iwrite this with tears in my eyes. Iam in
our coaches in demanding that Ihelp his nor Republicans are absolutely "right." The awe of the courage shown bySpectator colIliked the commentary about paper cups
athletes, irrespective of race, receive opti- simplistic view of the world that Bonicillo umnistMike Gilmore ("Townhall moreirri- and the mermaid ("Starbucks:Make it your
mum academic advising and support. Ifeel representedinhisletter illustrateseverything tating than informative," The Spectator, 415-04). His article writtenfrom jail was one
my efforts are rewarded when Ispeak to thatis wrong with Americanpolitics.
alumnae who speak fondly of his coaching
of the most rousingpieces of revolutionary
TimSchlosser
literature I've ever read. It ranks right up
and mentoring.
inspiredby
integrity
Sophomore,
history
I'vebeen
DaveCox's
there withMartinLuther King's LetterFrom
and am saddened others will not learn of it.
a Birmingham Jail.Iam going on a hunger

Earth," The Spectator, 3-4-04). Great idea,
use ceramic.Problem: they have to wash the
cups. Water, soap,power,runoff, pollution.

All thesethings haveto be taken intoaccount
when deciding the "right" thingto order.It's
just not as simple as "paper or ceramic."

Iwanted toadd the "and they lived happily strikeuntil Mr. Gilmore isreleased from jail
everafter" to KatieMusselman'scolumn on and the charges of sedition are dropped. I
dorm dating ("Dorm dating part of college urge all students with a conscience to do the

—
Mark your calendars caucuses are coming
Chauncey Burke,Ph.D.
Albers School of Business

VIVIAN VASSALL

Spectator Columnist
Ifthere'soneexcitingthingabout
being a minor incollegeright now,
it's this: we will soonbeparticipatinginourfirst presidentialelection!
—
Thiselection willbemonumental
it is our generation'schance to pick
who will preside over the nation,
and at present, is oneof the most
powerful wayswecan influence the
course of the future. While the primaries aren't untilSept. 14, preparing for the election starts now.
InWashington, weare approachingoneof the most pivotal racesin
years.Notonlyarepresidential candidates on the ballot,but the state's
top offices are up for grabs: U.S.
Senate, Governor, Secretary of
State, AttorneyGeneral andseats in
several congressional and legislativedistricts.Don't passup the opportunity to influence the govern-

ing of the next four years of your voting for presidents we only read
life choosing among these as well. about in textbooks. The caucus is
What's more exciting about this the ultimate display of civic enyearcompared toanyother (ifyou're gagement,and the best way to prep
a Democrat at least) is we have for voting day.
caucuses! A caucus is more than
If youmissed out last time, don't
just a funny word you have been fret, there's more! Mark your cal—
hearing lately. Itis one of the best endarfor Saturday,May I—the1 thelegways to learn about how certain islativedistrict caucuses willbebigpolitical issues will affect the geo- ger and better, and every student
graphicregion in whichyoulive.It should grace one with their presis a fun, active way ofparticipating ence. This is where elected delin government.You mayrecallthe egates from the previous caucuses
buzz surrounding the
unexpectedly large
turnouts of last
February's precinct

—

caucuses the precinct being the neighborhood hub at which
one votes where

—

neighbors gathered to
shoot thebreezeabout
who to put in the Oval
Office. As someone

David Stead
Silverdale, Wash.

ticipation is a critical part of the
democraticprocess.
But aside from simply showing
up,aneffective way tocontribute to
caucus festivities is campaigning
for yourfavoritecandidate forlocal
office. Whetherit's by wearing at-

is near 15th NE and 65th. Your
districtis also printedon your voter
registrationcard, whichyoureceive
in themailafter registeringto vote.
If you want to support any candidates for the local races, be sure to
contact their campaign headquar-

shirt, wavingsigns,handingout brochures or simply chatting withcaucus attendees about your preferred
candidate, young people are the
most fitting, yet least likely bunch
to educate their community about

ters. Finally, wake up bright and
early on Saturday morning and get

was an entertaining and invigorat-

ing experience. Present was a diversity of age, race and income
groups, and we discussed a variety
of issues important to us when it
comes to picking out a president.
Some citizens were politically
savvy, most were not; some were
regular voters, others were not.
Someof those present werenearing
their 18th birthday,othersrecalled

there. The King County Conven-

The first step to get-

tion is May 8, and the Congressional District caucuses occur on
May 29. The final showdown, the

ting involved incaucus

Washington StateDemocratic Con-

what's on the ballot.

activityis registeringto vention, is at the TacomaDome on
vote, which you can do Junesth. Any and every Democrat
at the Campus Assiswhoholds any governmental influtanceCenter (CAC),the ence in the state will be there. Unfront desk on the first like the caucuses, it's more of a
floorof theStudentCen- party. You won't want to miss it.
ter. Be sure to register
Caucuses are a greatexperience
at your current address. for all who identify with the party,
Next,find out which especiallyto thoseinterestedinlead(regular ol' people like me, who legislativedistrict youlivein,which ership, community involvement,
werechosenby simply raising their willdeterminethe locationofyour politics or public affairs. Young
hand) will cast their votefor which caucus.Unfortunately,SeattleUsits people have been long ignored in
contendergets theDemocraticpresi- onthe borderof twodistricts If you politicaldecision-making.The caudential nomination.But evenif you live in Campion, the Murphys or cus is theperfect way tostandup for
aren't a delegate, you are encour- anywhere just south, you are in the the candidates with the ideas that
aged to take part in discussions. 37th district and your caucus is at you believe in, and get your voice
Besides, since it is quiteclear who African American Academy, 831 1 heard. Do democracy a favor and
has theDemocratic nomination,the Beacon AvenueSouth. If you live attendyour caucus!
upcoming round of caucuses will inBellarmine.Xavier,orjustNorth, Vivian Vassal!isa juniorpublic
focus more onissues andproposing you are inthe 43rdandyour caucus affairs major. Send feedback
andpassingresolutions.Public par- is at Roosevelt HighSchool, which vassallv@seattleu.edu

Asidefrom simply showing up,
an effective way to contribute to
a caucus is to campaignfor
yourfavorite candidate.

must say that it
whoattended one,I

ready to caucus!
Caucus fun doesn't even stop

.

Campus Voice
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What cancelled television show
would you like to see return?
Compiled by William Hurd andKevin Curley

"

'

"

'Sex in the City, good advice, it was a
"
good show.
ANGIE LANZA, PSYCHOLOGY, FRESH-

'
Children,

Al
'Married with
because
"
Bundy is so funny.

GEORGIA HERDNER, PRE-MAJOR,
FRESHMAN

MAN

"

like gore. It goes
'Quincy ', I
"
with my major.
DEBILORIG, FORENSICSCIENCE/CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
JUNIOR

"

'

"

'

'Golden Girls, because old
"
ladies are cute andfun.
JODIISHU, GENERAL SCIENCE, SENIOR

was 10and that's
'My So-Called Life. I
"
thought being a teen was like.
what I
BOURG, CREATIVE WRIT"
DOMINIQUE
ING, SOPHOMORE

"

"

"There are several possibilities; maybe
'Time Tunnel. It was an early
" I96o' sci-fi
history show.
FATHER THOMAS MURPHY, SJ, HISTORY
DEPARTMENT

'

'Home Improvement, be-"
cause building stuff isfun.

KIMSILVA, CIVIL ENGINEERING, JUNIOR

'

'Beavis andButt-head, that
" was a classic comedy.

TRAVIS SABLAS, PRE-MAJOR, SOPHOMORE

"

'

'Seinfeld, I
miss Elaine's "

dancing, they were classics.

HEATHER HUTSON, SOPHOMORE, HONORS/BUSINESS

" 'ED,

'It's TV drama about"realpeople
withrealissues.
SANTOPIETRO,
GRADUATE STULYNN
DENT OF EDUCATION& ADVISORIN
ALBERS SCHOOL

